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Revitalizing Employees 

Adding foot reflexology to your employee wellness program is essential. 

Because, foot reflexology:
 - Relieves stress and anxiety, making employees more resilient
-  Reduces pain and PMS symptoms, improving clarity and focus at work
-  Relieves headaches and migraines, improving productivity
-  Induces meditative-like brain function, boosting creativity
-  Reduces sick days, cutting health care costs for HR

According to a Danish study, office
workers who received reflexology for 
6 months called in sick nearly half as

much as the control group.

That’s nearly 50% less sick days just
from receiving regular foot reflexology.

http://www.shoemakerjoe.com/


Foot Reflexology - Take a Step Forward 

Foot Reflexology is an art and science that allows us to access the entire
body through the feet. Using acupressure, a signal is sent through the nerves
in the feet to the rest of the body and brain in order to facilitate self-healing.

"Simple Bank invited Joe to perform reflexology for our staff and it was
an amazing experience! Staff truly enjoyed their sessions with Joe and
he made everyone feel super comfortable and relaxed. When I had my
session, I was able to completely relax while ambient music played and

Joe worked his magic. After the session, I felt more focused and
energetic and ready to tackle the rest of my workday. I highly

recommend him for company or personal sessions!! Thank you, Joe!"
~ Rae Gargari, Office Manager, Simple Bank, Portland, Oregon

.

Delivering on-site reflexology requires just two things: a small space and tired
employees.

Everything else is brought directly to your office including:

-  Comfortable zero-gravity chair
-  Aromatherapy
-  Theta-wave music for inducing meditative-like qualities
-  Cozy blankets and pillows

Reviews

A 20-minute foot session serves as the perfect re-charge.
This melts away stress and induces clarity. 

On-site Reflexology Comes to You



Packages

One full day, once per quarter 
at your office

$2800/year

A wellbeing initiative for the caring
corporation interested in long-term morale

and productivity increases.

Once quarterly up to 12 people will receive
20-minute reflexology treatments.

Includes custom aromatherapy for each
participant.

 503-804-9102
joe@shoemakerjoe.com
shoemakerjoe.com

Footloose Fancy Free

Interested?
Let's Chat

One full day of reflexology at your
office or event

  

$750/day

Up to 12 people receive
20-minute foot reflexology

treatments

Includes custom aromatherapy
for each participant

*Footnote

Many clients request multiple days
per week or monthly sessions to
accommodate remote workers,
events, goal rewards and more. 

Your foot goals can be achieved!

http://www.shoemakerjoe.com/



